
The Tzolk'in Clock - Eagle Trecena 

By the White Shaman 

The Eagle trecena, on the Mayan Clock, should be discussed together with the next Star trecena. They 

both play a more active role, working together, than the previous three trecenas. Shown below are these 

two trecenas as depicted in the Aztec version of the Tzolk'in. When folded upright in 3D, this would be 

on the southeast wall of an eight-sided room. The plant in the center of these two trecenas is fruiting. The 

parrot symbolizes the south. The Aztec version uses different symbols than the Mayan version of the 

Tzolk'in. Rabbit in Aztec is Star in Mayan, Vulture is Wisdom, Lizard is Seed, Grass is Road, and Flower 

is Sun. Notice 1-Rabbit (also known as Star, Venus, Lamat, and Q'anil) is prominently shown on the back 

of the parrot. 1-Rabbit is the hinge point of these two active trecenas, located on the southeast corner of 

the Tzolk'in Clock. 

 

 

 



In the clip out above, you can see the eagle is starting the eagle trecena. The rabbit is starting the rabbit 

trecena. And, the crocodile is starting the new Tzolk'in round. In the smaller whole clip, you can see the 

red beam from his head shows energy connecting to our throat chakra to the southeast corner of the 

Tzolk’in Clock. Various parts of the Tzolk’in Clock connect to a human (representing you) in the center 

of the Aztec version of the Tzolk'in.  

The Tzolk'in Clock is multifaceted. One aspect is how to create your personal reality. After the eagle and 

rabbit trecenas is the Crocodile trecena, a time to plant news seeds of intentions that will become reality 

during the next Tzolk'in round. But before that time, these last two trecenas are about reaping our fruit 

from the past Tzolk’in round. The seeds we previously planted on the Crocodile trecena are now bearing 

fruit. The Tzolk’in Clock is a way to mentally plant seeds and properly nourish their growth into fruition. 

Now is time to harvest your reality from the previous seed plantings. This is the advantage of knowing 

how to create your reality using the Tzolk’in Clock. 

These next two trecenas is also a time of gratitude and sharing, a time of personal abundance and gracious 

acceptance. A time to give thanks to our creator, spiritual self, and personal self for our choices made this 

past Tzolk'in round. The Tzolk'in Clock is a tool that enables your ability to manifest your reality. Plant 

your wishes on 1-Crocodile, like planting a seed in your mental garden. Plant as many seeds as you can 

think, with loving packages that are decorated with art, in the fertile soil of the east. With these seeds, you 

have the power of our creator, our spiritual selves, and 260 days of time to assist. Take your well-

prepared mental seeds, plant them, nurture them with the ebb and flow of 20 trecenas and create your 

personal reality. What seeds will you plant? 

Also, be cautious when first using the Tzolk’in Clock. Don’t fill your mental garden with too many seeds. 

As the Tzolk’in rounds pass, you will begin to learn how to expand your mental garden to plant more 

seeds. Again, these are like New Years resolutions that are synchronistic with spiritual time. 

To summarize the whole Tzolk'in Clock, it is meant to be viewed in 3D, like sitting in an eight-sided 

room, facing east. The Tzolk’in Clock is divided into eight sections. Imagine them depicted on the inside 

of a hoogan; east face, e-n corner, north face, n-w corner, west face, w-s corner, south face and s-e 

corner. Faces have three trecenas and corners have two trecenas. 

Corner trecenas are more active than face trecenas. The previous three trecenas were firmly planted on the 

southern face of the Tzolk'in Clock. The energy from 1-Wisdom, 1-Water and 1-Wind has passively been 

building. During the next two trecenas, the southern energy will be actively releasing into our collective. 

People born during these next two trecenas tend to take action, like a player, rather than a coach. These 

two trecenas are about playing the game, doing the performance, or speaking out. People born on the 

southeast corner do this for all five trecenas of our southern Tzolk'in Clock energy.  

 

      



 

The Eagle Trecena 

1 Eagle From sunset of 13 Jaguar until Sunrise of 1 Eagle, the 1st day of the eagle trecena meshes with 

the 7th day of the wind trecena. Today is the day to view your crops from high and decide which fruits 

you will harvest. 

2 Wisdom There are reasons that mental seeds bear fruit or do not bear fruit. Today is a good day 

to ponder your choices of this Tzolk’in round and learn better judgment of future choices. 

3 Earth Today is the day to examine the soil in your mind, where it is fertile, where it is poisoned. For 

instance, alcohol will ruin the fertile soil in certain areas of you mind / thoughts. 

4 Flint It's harvest time. Use the stability of the four directions as strength for tilling your soil 

today. 

5 Storm The wind will blow strong today. Use loving thoughts, loving intentions, and loving actions to 

cleanse your mind. Hug those you love. Resonate with your sacred love. 

6 Ahau Life enters your seeds today. These seeds are what you want to see as fruit, this time on 

the next Tzolk'in round.  

7 Crocodile Today is the day of emergence, on top of the pyramid energy of this trecena. It's the day to 

announce your intentions for the next Tzolk'in round (260 days), a tool to create your reality.  

(Note: Plants that didn't give fruit on their 1st Tzolk'in round may bear fruit on their 2nd or 3rd Tzolk’in 

round. It's like gardening in your mind. You can plant as many seeds as you want.) 

8 Wind a day to participate with our creator's blessing of our seeds for the next Tzolk'in round. 

9 House Today is a lovely energy, with fertile intention, as the sun rises in our house. It's a day to bless 

yesterday's intentions, in the comfort and safety of our house. It's a calming energy, as we prepare to 

receive our fruits from our previous seeds and prepare new seeds for planting.  

10 Seed Use your hands to prepare the ground for planting of your seeds. Collect the seeds from 

this Tzolk'in fruit to use on the next Tzolk'in round. Spread your fertile plants to fresh soil. 

11 Serpent There is a blend between your awake self and your consciousness when sleeping. Today is the 

day to get your spiritual self connected to your seeds, giving instructions to your spiritual self. 

12 Transformer Your seeds are now connected with your spiritual self. Spend time with your 

spiritual world. Think about your ancestors before you and your future generations ahead and our 

creator.  

13 Deer It's the end of the trecena. Today is the day to put the official seal of authority on the work you 

have done this trecena. It's the day to ask for protection of our mental / spiritual fields of crops. 

Our next trecena is Star, a trecena of fertility. 

 

Visit https://www.facebook.com/TzolkinMind/ for more about the Tzolk’in Mind. 

https://www.facebook.com/TzolkinMind/

